OUTLINE/SUMMARY
• Steady-state, high fusion power requires stable operation at high β
• Operation above the no-wall β limit is possible with stabilization of the resistive wall mode (RWM) by plasma rotation -Duration in previous experiments limited by the slowing of plasma rotation
• New Discovery: Reduction of the non-axisymmetric (error) fields enables continued plasma rotation at β above the no-wall limit
• New Discovery: Rotation slowing is a consequence of "error field amplification" at β above the no-wall limit
• New Discovery: Active RWM feedback detects and minimizes amplified error field ⇒ Reduced error field ⇒ sustained plasma rotation ⇒ stable operation well above the no-wall β limit (up to ideal-wall limit)
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• Maximum stable beta scales linearly with current in tokamaks (Troyon, 1984)
• Limiting instability is n = 1 ideal MHD kink 
FREE BOUNDARY (NO-WALL) PRESSURE LIMIT IS WELL-ESTABLISHED FOR TOKAMAKS
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